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Abstract. Fourier transforms are critical in a variety of fields but in the
past, they were rarely used in applications because of the big processing
power required. However, the Cooley’s and Tukey’s development of the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) vastly simplified this. A large number of
FFT algorithms have been developed, amongst which are the radix-2
and the radix-22. These are the ones that have been mostly used for
practical applications due to their simple structure with constant but-
terfly geometry. Most of the research to date for the implementation
and benchmarking of FFT algorithms have been performed using gen-
eral purpose processors, Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) and dedicated
FFT processor ICs but as FPGAs have developed they have become a
viable solution for computing FFTs. In this paper, SharpHDL, an ob-
ject oriented HDL, will be used to implement the two mentioned FFT
algorithms and test their equivalence.

1 Introduction

Embedded domain specific languages have been shown to be useful in various
domains. One particular domain in which this approach has been applied is
hardware description languages. SharpHDL is an example of such a language. It
is embedded in C#, a modern object-oriented programming language, enabling
us to describe structurally large regular circuits in an intuitive way. Its structure
makes it easily extendible and helps the user produce clear and elegant circuit
descriptions. These descriptions can then be used by Verilog simulators and SMV
model checkers.

This paper introduces us to SharpHDL and describes how it is used to build and
verify FFT circuits. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the SharpHDL syntax and
some of its features. General information about FFTs and derivation of two FFT
algorithms are given in section 3 while section 4 describes how the circuits of
these algorithms are implemented using SharpHDL. It also describes how their
equivalence was verified. Section 5 gives an account of some works related to this
paper while section 6 draws up some conclusions.

2 SharpHDL — An Objected-Oriented Hardware
Description Language

SharpHDL [3] is an HDL embedded in C#, an objected-oriented language. By
embedded we mean that SharpHDL uses the same syntax, semantics and other
tools belonging to C#. By objected-oriented we mean that ideas are expressed
in terms of objects, which are entities that have a set of values and perform a
set of operations [8].
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2.1 Syntax Overview

As an introduction to the syntax of SharpHDL we see how a half-adder circuit
is built. A half-adder accepts two inputs x and y and outputs the sum x XOR y
and the carry x OR y . Below, is the SharpHDL code for this circuit followed by
a quick explanation.

//<1>
using System;
using SharpHDL;

//<2>
public class HalfAdder: Logic {

//<3>
public HalfAdder(Logic parent):base(parent){}

//<4>
protected override void DefineInterface(){...}

//<5>
public void gate_o(LogicWire in0, LogicWire in1,

ref LogicWire sum, ref LogicWire carryOut)
{

//<6>
Wire[] input = {in0, in1};
Wire[] output = {sum, carryOut};
this.Connect(input, output);

//<7>
new And(this).gate_o(in0, in1, ref carryOut);
new Xor(this).gate_o(in0, in1, ref sum);

}
//<8>
public LogicWire gate(LogicWire in0, LogicWire in1,

out LogicWire sum){...}
}

< 1 >. To be able to use the main C# functionalities we call the System names-
pace, which contains classes that implement basic functionalities. The SharpHDL
library is also invoked so as to be able to make use of its facilities. < 2 > Since
we are going to code a circuit, the HalfAdder class should inherit from the class
Logic, an abstract class representing the general logic circuit. An instance of a
class is initialized using a constructor which is defined in < 3 >. In SharpHDL,
a user needs to specify the parent of the new circuit. By parent we mean the
circuit to which the new circuit is a direct sub-circuit. Therefore, a half-adder
circuit will be initialized as follows:

HalfAdder ha = new HalfAdder(parent_circuit)

< 4 > The ports needed in the circuit are specified by overriding DefineInterface,
which is a virtual method. Although this is an optional step it may be necessary
when using the circuit as input to a generic circuit. < 5 > The behavior of the
circuit is defined in the method gate o1. It accepts four wires, two of which are
the inputs and the last two are the outputs. The keyword ref indicates that
the parameter is a Reference Parameter . In other words, the values are supplied
by reference and therefore can be read and modified. < 6 > A compulsory step
is to connect the wires to the respective ports. When the ports are not speci-
fied as explained in < 4 >, the ports are usually created automatically. < 7 >
As already mentioned, the circuit needs two other circuits, a XOR gate and an
AND gate. An instance of each is created by calling their respective constructor

1 In SharpHDL, the name gate o is a standard method name for the method that
specifies the structure and behavior of the given circuit, given the necessary input
and output wires. Likewise is the method gate (< 8 >), which, although it has the
same function, it creates new output wires.
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and specifying that the HalfAdder is the parent circuit by using the keyword
this. The gate o method of each circuit is invoked, passing to it the required
parameters.

2.2 Using Generic Circuits

Generic Circuits are circuits which accept another circuit as input and use it to
construct a more complex circuit with a regular structure. Hence, such circuits
are called higher-order circuits [10]. SharpHDL provides a library of various
generic circuits. This section briefly describes some of these circuits that will be
referred to later.

– The generic circuit TwoN accepts a list of wires and recursively divides it
in two for n times, applying the input circuit to the resultant lists.

– OneN is similar to TwoN but instead of applying the circuit to each resultant
half, it applies it to the most bottom half only.

– A Butterfly circuit is another circuit that is built recursively. The input
circuit is a component having two inputs and two outputs. After riffling
the list, it uses the TwoN generic circuit to divide a given list of wires for
log2 size of list times and applies the input circuit to the resultant subsets
of wires. At the end, the list is unriffled. By riffling we mean shuffling the
list such that the odd-indexed items are separated and followed by the even-
indexed, while unriffling is the reverse operation.

3 Fast Fourier Transforms

The Fast Fourier Transform is one of the most important topics in Digital Signal
Processing. It is a computationally efficient way to calculate the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) [2, 7]. A DFT’s problem involves the computation of the se-
quence {X(k)} of N complex numbers given a sequence of N {x(n)}, according
to the formula:

X(k) =
∑N−1

n=0 x(n)W kn
N 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1

where

W kn
N = e−j2Π/N = cos( 2Π

N · nk)− j sin( 2Π
N · nk)

The latter is also known as the twiddle factor. When symmetric and period-
icity properties of the twiddle factor are taken into consideration, an efficient
computation of DFTs is carried out. The properties specify that

W
k+ N

2
N = −W k

N (Symmetry property)
W k+N

N = W k
N (Periodicity property)

FFTs use these properties, making them efficient algorithms for computing
DFTs.
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3.1 Radix-2 Decimation in Time FFT Algorithm

The Radix-2 DIT FFT algorithm [2] is the simplest and most written about form
of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. It works on an input sequence having length to
the power of two. It splits the input into the odd-indexed numbers and the even-
indexed numbers, hence making it a decimation-in-time algorithm. Therefore,

f1(n) = x(2n)

f2(n) = x(2n + 1) n = 0, 1, . . . , N
2 − 1

It follows that

X(k) =
∑N−1

n=0 x(n)W kn
N

=
∑

n even x(n)W kn
N +

∑
n odd x(n)W kn

N

=
∑( N

2 )−1
m=0 x(2m)W 2mk

N +
∑( N

2 )−1
m=0 x(2m + 1)W k(2m+1)

N

But W 2
N = WN

2

Therefore,

X(k) =
∑( N

2 )−1
m=0 f1(m)W km

N
2

+ W k
N

∑( N
2 )−1

m=0 f2(m)W km
N
2

= F1(k) + W k
NF2(k) k = 0, 1, . . . N − 1

where F1(k) and F2(k) are the N
2 -point DFTs of the sequences f1m and f2(m)

respectively.

Using the symmetry property, we know that W
k+ N

2
N = −W k

N . We also know that
F1(k) and F2(k) are periodic, having period N

2 . Therefore,

F1(k + N
2 ) = F1(k) and

F2(k + N
2 ) = F2(k)

Hence,

X(k) = F1(k) + W k
nF2(k) k = 0, 1, . . . , N

2 − 1

X(k + N
2 ) = F1(k)−W k

nF2(k) k = 0, 1, . . . , N
2 − 1

This is known as the Radix-2 FFT Butterfly, better illustrated in Figure 1. In this
diagram, multiplications are represented by numbers on the wires and crossing
arrows are additions.

Fig. 1. Radix-2 FFT Butterfly

The decimation of the data is repeated recursively until the resulting sequences
are of length two. Thus, each N

2 -point DFT is computed by combining two N
4 -

point DFTs, each of which is computed using two N
8 -point DFTs and so on. The

network for this algorithm can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Size 8 Radix-2 DIT FFT

One should note that the indexes of the input sequence are re-ordered. The
technique used is called Bit Reversal [1, 2, 9]. As it suggests, it basically involves
the reversing of the bits such that the MSB becomes the LSB and vice-versa.
Therefore, bit-reversed indexes are used to combine FFT stages.

3.2 Radix-22 Decimation in Time FFT Algorithm

The Radix-22 FFT Algorithm [4] is a less popular algorithm than the one de-
scribed above. It is used by an input sequence of length to the power of 4, so
that the N-point DFT formula can be broken down into four smaller DFTs.

Therefore, the DFT can be calculated as follows:

X(k) =
∑N−1

n=0 x(n)W kn
N

=
∑N

4 −1
n=0 x(n)W kn

N +
∑N

2 −1

n= N
4

x(n)W kn
N +

∑ 3N
4 −1

n= N
2

x(n)W kn
N +

∑N−1
n= 3N

4
x(n)W kn

N

=
∑N

4 −1
n=0 x(n)W kn

N + W
Nk
4

N

∑N
4 −1

n=0 x(n + N
4 )W kn

N

+W
Nk
2

N

∑N
4 −1

n=0 x(n + N
2 )W kn

N + W
3Nk

4
N

∑N
4 −1

n=0 x(n + 3N
4 )W kn

N

We know that

W
kN
4

N = (−j)k, W
kN
2

N = (−1)k, W
3kN

4
N = (j)k

Hence,

X(k) =
∑N

4 −1
n=0 [x(n)+(−j)kx(n+ N

4 )+(−1)kx(n+ N
2 )+(j)kx(n+ 3N

4 )]Wnk
N

To get the radix-22 decimation-in-frequency DFT, we subdivide the DFT se-
quence into four N

4 -point sub-sequences:

X(4k) =
∑N

4 −1
n=0 [x(n) + x(n + N

4 ) + x(n + N
2 ) + x(n + 3N

4 )]W 0
NW kn

N
4
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X(4k + 1) =
∑N

4 −1
n=0 [x(n)− jx(n + N

4 )− x(n + N
2 ) + jx(n + 3N

4 )]Wn
NW kn

N
4

X(4k + 2) =
∑N

4 −1
n=0 [x(n)− x(n + N

4 ) + x(n + N
2 )− x(n + 3N

4 )]W 2n
N W kn

N
4

X(4k + 3) =
∑N

4 −1
n=0 [x(n) + jx(n + N

4 )− x(n + N
2 )− jx(n + 3N

4 )]W 3n
N W kn

N
4

Note that the property W 4kn
N = W kn

N
4

is used. This procedure, illustrated in
Figure 3, is repeated for log4 N times.

Fig. 3. A Radix-22 procedure

The corresponding network for this algorithm can be seen in Figure 4. One can
note that the output needs to be re-ordered using a bit-reversal permutation, as
explained in the previous section.

4 FFTs in SharpHDL

This section explains how SharpHDL is used to implement FFT circuits.

FFTs work with complex numbers, therefore, a new type of wire ComplexNumber
was created in SharpHDL which represents such numbers. ComplexList is a list
object that accepts ComplexNumber objects.

Although being two different approaches to solving FFTs, the algorithms de-
scribed above have common components:

– From the network designs one can easily notice the common butterfly oper-
ation, known as the FFTComponent in SharpHDL. This takes two inputs x1

and x2, and returns x1 + x2 and x1 − x2. This is the main operator of the
algorithms as it calculates the 2-point DFT.

– Another important operation is the twiddle factor multiplication. This com-
ponent takes a complex number x and multiplies it with the W k

N constant.
The Radix-22 FFT algorithm also uses multiplication with −j which is equal
to the constant W 1

4 .
– Both algorithms use the bit reversal permutation, though in different times

as described previously. This operation can be carried out by riffling the
sequence recursively [10].

Using the above components and the generic circuits described in a previous sec-
tion we can construct the circuits for the two FFT algorithms using SharpHDL.
A Radix-2 FFT algorithm is described as follows:
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Fig. 4. A size 16 Radix-22 DIF FFT algorithm

//BitReversal
in0 = (ComplexList)new BitReversal(this).gate(in0);

int exponent = (int) Math.Log(in0.Count, 2);

for (int i = 0; i < exponent; i++)
{

int n = (exponent-1) - i;

//Use TwoN to divide the list for n times and apply
//the Radix2FFTStage to each resultant set
ComplexList output0 = ComplexList)new TwoN(this,

new Radix2FFTStage(null),n).gate(in0);
in0 = output0;

}

where a Radix2FFTStage circuit is described as follows:

...
//Apply twiddle using OneN generic circuit
BusWire one = new OneN(this, new FFT2Twiddle(null), 1).gate(in0);

//Call Butterfly using the FFTComponent
new Butterfly(this, new FFTComponent(null)).gate_o(one, ref outBus);

A Radix-22 FFT algorithm is described as follows:
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...
int exponent = (int)Math.Log(in0.Count, 4);
int n;
for (int i = exponent; i > 0; i--)
{

n = (exponent - i)*2;

//Use TwoN to divide the list for n times and apply
//the Radix4FFTStage to each resultant set
ComplexList output0 = (ComplexList)new TwoN(this,

new Radix4FFTStage(null), n).gate(in0);
in0 = output0;

}

//BitReversal
new BitReversal(this).gate_o(twoN, ref output0);

where the Radix4FFTStage circuit is described as follows:
...

//Use Butterfly generic circuit using the FFTComponent
BusWire bflys = new Butterfly(this, new FFTComponent(null)).gate(in0);

//Use OneN to multiply with -j
BusWire ones = new OneN(this, new MinusJ(null), 2).gate(bflys);

// Use TwoN to divide the list of wires and apply a Butterfly to it
// The Butterfly circuit uses the FFTComponent
ComplexList twoBflys = (ComplexList)new TwoN(this,

new Butterfly(null, new FFTComponent(null)), 1).gate(ones);

//Multiply with twiddle constant
new FFT4Twiddle(this).gate_o(twoBflys, ref out0);

4.1 Verifying the equivalence of the FFT circuits using SMV

One of the tools offered by SharpHDL is that of converting a circuit description
to SMV to verify safety properties. SMV [11] is a tool used for verifying that
a finite system conforms to a set of CTL specifications using symbolic model
checking. Safety properties state that a condition is always true or never false.
Using this tool, we can verify that two circuits are equivalent, i.e. for any sequence
of input they generate the same output. Therefore, the equivalence relation R
can be defined as

R = λx, y.∀z.(γ(x, z) = γ(y, z))

where γ(x, z) is the function that determines the output from circuit x given
input z [11]. Using SharpHDL, this can be done by constructing a Comparison
Circuit which calls two circuits using the same input and compares the outputs.
The circuit outputs true if all the outputs are equal [13].

The equivalence of the two FFT circuits can be verified using this methodology.
The circuits are given the same input list of complex numbers and the two
outputs outputradix−2 and outputradix−22 are compared. Iff they are all equal
the FFT circuits are equivalent. On giving the generated SMV code of this circuit
to the model checker, it proved that the FFT circuits of size 4 are equal.

4.2 Related Works on FFT circuits description and verification

The equivalence of two FFT algorithms using a Hardware Description Language
has been shown using Lava in [9]. Lava is an HDL embedded in Haskell, a
functional programming language. Although the programming paradigm used is
different, the two algorithms and the verification approach are more or less the
same as used in this paper.
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5 Related Work

In this section we discuss some works related to other HDLs.

Synchronous programming languages provide tools that easily construct automa-
tons that describe reactive systems, where the main tool they provide is the
concept of synchronous concurrency. Lustre is one such language. Besides pro-
gramming reactive systems, Lustre is used to describe hardware and express and
verify their properties which makes it similar in concept to SharpHDL.

Lustre programs define their outputs as functions of their inputs. Each variable
is defined using equations such that A=B means that the variable A is always
equal to expression B. Expressions consist of variable identifiers and constants,
arithmetic, boolean and conditional operators and another two special operators:
previous and followed-by operators. Taking En and Fn to denote the values of
E and F at instant n, the previous operator pre(E) returns the previous value
of E, such that (pre(E))n = En−1. The followed by operator is used to define
initial values, such that (E− > F ) is defined as follows:

– (E− > F )0 = E0

– (E− > F )n = Fn for n > 0

On the other hand, SharpHDL defines a circuit using instances of objects rep-
resenting wires and circuits thus making the language a structural hardware
description language. One must point out that the difference in concept and
paradigm does not effect SharpHDL’s power or efficiency. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that the various studies [12–14] conducted by Halbwachs et al concern-
ing synchronous observers and the use of Lustre were of great help in under-
standing and using verifications techniques in SharpHDL. Further use of such
techniques in SharpHDL is already in the pipeline.

Another HDL with verification capabilities is the already-mentioned Haskell-
based Lava [9, 10]. One of Lava’s high points is its simplicity and elegance,
much aided by its functional-oriented host language. It also offers the facilities of
connection patterns, which basically are the generic circuits found in SharpHDL.
Another similar tool to SharpHDL is that a user can analyze circuits using both
simulation and model checking.

Lava is used as an experimental tool for formal verification of hardware at
Chalmers. It is also being successfully used in the development of FPGAs such
as filter, Bezier curve drawing circuits and digital signal processing [10].

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have described and made use of SharpHDL, an object-oriented
HDL. We have seen how the object-oriented paradigm can be used to create a
powerful HDL. This success can especially be seen in the easy implementation of
generic circuits. The inheritance and polymorphism properties of OOP makes it
possible for any generic circuit to accept any other circuit of the right structure,
even itself, and build a bigger circuit, without the need to know what it actually
does.

Another powerful tool discussed is the model-checker language SMV. Being able
to convert SharpHDL descriptions into SMV allows the verification of circuit
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properties. This tool was used to verify that the circuits of two FFT algo-
rithms are equivalent. The mathematical derivation of these two algorithms —
the Radix-2 FFT algorithm and the Radix-22 FFT algorithm — were explained
and then used to build their circuits using SharpHDL. The results proved that
the algorithms produce the same results.
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